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• ApplicAtion note •

AS2000™
Complete Alignment System

Intercomp AS2000™ Alignment System 
 Allows Shops to Profit from Additional Service

Owners of small auto service shops face a variety of unique and 

challenging obstacles not encountered by those with large, organized 

shop floor areas. In these cases, limitations of square footage can have 

a direct impact on the number of maintenance services offered. The 

customer perception of performing only specific services could impede 

growth, or erode, the number of satisfied and loyal customers.

Traditional laser alignment systems require a large amount of 
space dedicated to a single service, in addition to a sizable 
financial investment. Among other reasons, these are the most 
prominent as to why many small shop owners choose not to 
offer alignment services to their customers.

Intercomp designed the AS2000™ Alignment System with the 

requirements of all vehicle repair shops in mind. Intercomp’s laser-based 

system allows a single technician the ability to perform a four-wheel 

alignment on most two-axle vehicles, including caster, camber and toe-in 

measurements. In addition, the system is compatible with most common 

vehicle lifts, including two- and four-post lifts, and can also be used with 

full-length vehicle rack systems.

Aside from compatibility with equipment already installed at most service 

shops, the AS2000™ Alignment System takes up minimal space while in 

use and when stored. Optional, lightweight levelers create a stable surface 

from which to set critical alignment points, while also making the job of 

adjusting and checking measurements much easier. When not in use, the 

levelers can stack on top of one another and be stored in an open corner, 

along with the wheel clamps with attached lasers and measurement 

devices. A specifically designed cabinet, also available from Intercomp, 

makes this process even more painless, organized and secure.

Intercomp’s AS2000™ Complete Alignment System is the portable, 

affordable and profitable answer to add to the bottom line of any small auto 

service shop. Traditionally, revenue earned from vehicle alignments, one of 

the most profitable services in the auto service industry, was outweighed 

by the ability to service additional vehicles. With this system, small auto 

shop owners can better answer the demands of their customers, increasing 

revenues and profits, while continuing to operate efficiently.

The AS2000™ alignment system utilizes laser alignment heads, 
mounted on each wheel, to ensure all four wheels are aligned to 

manufacturer specifications.

The complete AS2000™ alignment system includes four rim clamps, 
two with extenders for toe-in adjustment, with magnetically-mounted 
alignment heads; mechanical turn plates; turn-plate spacers with slip 

plates; brake depressor and steering wheel holder. 

The AS2000™ Complete Alignment System works with a variety of 
standard vehicle lifts, including two-post (shown), four-post and 

scissor lifts.

https://youtu.be/X8pIzYyXIKY

